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A hilarious and inspiring memoir about one young woman's journey to find a better path to both

physical and mental health.At twenty-nine, Kelsey Miller had done it all: crash diets, healthy

diets, and nutritionist-prescribed "eating plans," which are diets that you pay more money for.

She'd been fighting her un-thin body since early childhood, and after a lifetime of failure, finally

hit bottom. No diet could transform her body or her life. There was no shortcut to skinny

salvation. She'd dug herself into this hole, and now it was time to climb out of it.With the help of

an Intuitive Eating coach and fitness professionals, she learned how to eat based on her

body's instincts and exercise sustainably, without obsessing over calories burned and thighs

gapped. But, with each thrilling step toward a healthy future, she had to contend with the

painful truths of her past.Big Girl chronicles Kelsey's journey into self-loathing and disordered

eating-and out of it. This is a memoir for anyone who's dealt with a distorted body image, food

issues, or a dysfunctional family. It's for the late-bloomers and the not-yet-bloomed. It's for

everyone who's tried and failed and felt like a big, fat loser. So, basically, everyone.
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rights.For MomorA Note from the AuthorOne of my greatest lifelong goals has been to ensure

that absolutely everyone likes me and no one is mad at me, ever. Unfortunately, my other goal

has been to be a writer.In writing this book, I have come to realize that some people will be

mad and others may not like me—and that’s a fair price to pay for the great privilege I have to

tell my story. I have made every attempt to recount the events included accurately and portray

those involved with honesty and compassion. But I do recognize the inherent selfishness in

writing a memoir: These are the stories and memories that make up my journey, and yet there

were dozens of other people along for the ride. I’m sure some of them would tell their version

differently, look back with more fondness or vitriol.In respect to those people and their privacy, I

have changed many names and some identifying characteristics in this book. In one scene I

simply smushed two people into one because their appearance was brief and minimal. Internet

comments are mostly paraphrased and usernames have been changed, because even jerks

on the Internet deserve their privacy (and because many of them have since been blocked and

deleted for aforementioned jerkiness). One person I carefully labored over to make entirely

anonymous for reasons I’ve made clear in context. But in writing this book, I set forth to tell the

truth, no matter how painful or complex. We all have a right to our stories, me included.I’d also

like to acknowledge that this memoir is by no means my entire life’s history. I had to compress

or skip over many events and people, which are deeply important to me but didn’t necessarily

fit into this text. I had to remind myself that this is not a book about being a celebrity’s assistant

or going to musical theater boarding school, but my fucked-up relationship to food and my

body. Those other topics played into it, but they’re not the central theme. On the one hand, it’s a

bummer. On the other, it means I have more to write about.Finally, I’d like to add that I’m not

exactly the same person I was when I began BIG GIRL. People grow and relationships evolve

(thank God). In one way, this book is a snapshot of a wild, precious year of my life. If I were to

sit down and write this from the beginning, it would be with the perspective of Kelsey: Summer

2015 Edition. It might come out a little less raw, perhaps a little more smart than smart-mouth.

But maybe I’m kidding myself with all this talk of grand maturity, and the words would come out

just as they are now. All I can say is I did my best. Anyway, I’m not starting over now. I have

more stories to tell.Kelsey MillerMay 30, 2015Brooklyn, NYA BeginningOctober 2013I’m not

special. Not that you thought I was, but let’s just be clear that being a twenty-first-century



woman with a messed-up relationship to food does not make me a beautiful and unique

snowflake.My story started like that of a million other snowflakes: I’d been wrestling with my

chubby body for my entire conscious life, doing anything I could to make it small. I tried every

mainstream weight-loss fad and nutrition plan. I’d worked with dietitians and doctors, all of

whom added more foods to my Bad list until there was little left on the Good. Every time, it

worked. And, every time, it then stopped working. Inevitably, I tired of hunting for low-carb

sandwich wraps or could no longer stomach the flavor of fat-free, sugar-free yogurt with

absolutely no fruit on the bottom. Each attempt petered out and the same old weight bloomed

anew around my hips and beneath my chin, along with an extra ten pounds. But no matter. All I

needed was a fresh start.I don’t believe in fresh starts anymore. I see them happening all

around me, but I’m not buying it. You break up with your lover and move to a new apartment

that doesn’t smell like him. You have a lousy day at work and decide it’s time to go back to grad

school. You take the job in San Francisco, thinking, I’ll become a California person who makes

homemade jam and jogs. But in the end, you’re still the same old jelly buyer.Of course, it’s easy

for me to judge, because I never cared about any of that. I just wanted to be skinny. At least, I

wanted to be not fat. I wanted to start over and learn how to eat less, how to dislike brownies,

how to want to wake up for a 6 a.m. workout every day, forever. You don’t need grad school for

that. You just need a diet. The real-life version of a fairy godmother, every diet on earth

promises one thing: You will be different. This is the trick. This is the magic that will finally

transform you, thirty pounds in thirty days. We’ll take care of the fairy dust; you just have to

believe.I was twenty-nine when the spell finally broke.I started my last diet at the age of twenty-

seven. Up until then, I’d been in limbo. I’d spent most of my twenties watching as friends

blossomed into adulthood while I watched reruns. I wanted a life, too. I wanted to be a writer,

have a relationship, or even just have sex. But I just wasn’t ready, and I definitely wasn’t thin

enough. So I signed up for Weight Watchers for the fourth time believing without a doubt that

this was it—the final, freshest fresh start.I spent a year counting Weight Watchers Points and

power-walking to yoga class at 7 a.m. and hitting the gym every night. Lo and behold, it

worked. My weight dropped from the 200s to the 160s; I wasn’t thin but I wasn’t quite so

monstrous. The villagers wouldn’t light torches if I went outside. Anyway, I’d lose the remaining

thirty pounds (maybe forty pounds?) soon enough. Armored in my new skinnyish clothes, I

nudged my way out of the comfort zone, e-mailing editors with my little humor essay pitches

and wading into the world of online dating (with a profile full of new, not-fat photos).Nudge

turned to push and suddenly I got a writing gig, and then another. I met a guy, and then

another. I found I kind of liked this whole doing-something-with-my-life thing. Another year went

by, and now I had a full-time job on an editorial staff. Plus, I was bonkers in love with a guy who

loved me back, from head to toe. It was scary and new, but all of a sudden, I was out in the

world, doing stuff I’d only seen in movies—like dating and leaving the house.Things would have

been almost perfect, had it not been for one large and growing issue: me.Suddenly, I was too

occupied with my job for twice-a-day workouts. I wanted to hit the office early, a new idea

itching in my fingers, so I scavenged a breakfast of stale cereal and those pretzels I left in my

desk last week. Once, I’d spent each Sunday making giant pots of fat-free soup, then going to

yoga, then going to bed. Now, Sundays were for lazy mornings talking in bed with my

boyfriend, then possibly dragging him to yoga, but probably just having sex instead. Besotted

as I was with my new job and relationship, I’d never be the kind of person who vanished on her

friends, and so I made a point of scheduling dinners, brunches, and other excuses to sit

around and talk over a plate of something—regardless of how many Points I had left.I had

traded human relationships for the one I’d previously had with my scale, and so, slow and



steady, the pounds crept back on. A few months after my twenty-ninth birthday, I went for an

annual physical and stared in familiar horror as the scale topped out at 221 pounds. Dr. Payne

had noted the number in a neutral, no-judgment tone, but I felt the numbing shiver of shame,

panic, and helplessness settle over me like the opposite of an invisibility cloak. It was an

everyone-can-see-you cloak.I left the doctor’s office and spent the rest of the afternoon online,

searching for the next book that would fix me, for real this time, and once again saw the title

Intuitive Eating pop up in my suggestions. “Customers who bought Skinny Bitch Deluxe Edition

also bought Intuitive Eating, 3rd Edition.” But I wasn’t going to. Why buy something that

sounded so vague and complex as “intuitive eating”? I didn’t want to intuit or eat anything. I just

wanted to be a deluxe-edition skinny bitch.I clicked anyway, curious as to why the Internet kept

shoving this particular diet book down my throat. Written by two nutritionists, Intuitive Eating

was described as “the go-to book on rebuilding a healthy body image and making peace with

food.” Aw, that’s precious but—next! That book made no promises about guaranteed weight

loss. It didn’t tout the evils of carbs and the virtues of raw leafy greens. This book talked about

“honoring hunger” and “achieving a safe relationship with food.” Intuitive Eating sounded like a

great idea that I should try someday, but not today—like meditating. I’d buy the book just as

soon as I lost, say, a hundred pounds. I could heal my relationship with food once I stopped

eating so much of it, once and for all. I’d shed a hundred pounds off my body—hell, even just

eighty!—and then I could work on the mind. And I would totally meditate, too.But first things

first, and so each month, I let Weight Watchers automatically deduct $17.95 from my bank

account, because I was definitely going to start doing it for real again on Monday. No, after the

holiday weekend. The digital scale lurked under my bedroom dresser, resentfully gathering

dust. Maybe I should just buy a new one, and then restart Weight Watchers. (Or maybe I

should try that four-hour body thing? Do you only have to do it for four hours?) Meanwhile, I’d

just lie on the floor and suck in my gut, then try the zipper on my jeans again. See? Done! I can

so breathe!I didn’t know how to stop it without a diet, and I didn’t know how to diet and live my

life.I carefully got up off the floor, feeling the rough edge of denim dig into my hips, and opened

my closet door. It was October 2013 and I had a work trip to pack for. Digging through a jam-

packed rack of hangers, I pushed past dozens of too-tight blouses and ill-fitting skirts, all

purchased with the hope of thinner days to come. With every diet came new clothes, and after

every failure they lingered in my closet like a gathering of ghosts, sized 8 to 12.Staring at it, I

realized that wardrobe held the last twenty years of my life. And not a single thing fit.Chapter

1Two BottomsYou sure? It’s really not much longer.” The trainer held my gaze, running in place

like an overstimulated third grader. He was disappointed in me.I looked down at my feet, my

beat-up sneakers smacked with wet leaves. At that moment I regretted every decision in life

that had led me to this place: running through the woods of East Hampton before 8 a.m. in

yoga pants and a pajama top. My lungs stung with chilly air and I wheezed into his

face.“C’mon. You got this!”But I didn’t got this, and he knew it. He was just one of a long line of

trainers, gym teachers, and other people in shiny track pants whom I’d disappointed over the

years. Seeing as I’d known him for all of twenty minutes, though, I decided I could live with the

shame of letting him see my true self: unfit, unenthusiastic, and really, really done with this run.

All at once, I knew it. I’d hit bottom.It wasn’t as cinematic as I’d imagined. No interventions or

hysterical tears. Just the two of us: a trainer hired for a two-hour workout gig and a twenty-nine-

year-old woman having an unplanned epiphany in front of him. I didn’t feel tearful or anxious. I

didn’t feel much of anything so much as finished. I’d come to the abrupt end of a story that had

defined my entire life thus far. I was so done being the fat girl.I looked down the trail where

Janet, a sixty-two-year-old grandmother of four, sailed confidently toward the end with the rest



of our small group. She didn’t even need this beefy baseball-cap of a man to chase after her,

demanding she pick up the pace. I was a fucking millennial and had nearly collapsed after four

whole minutes of zero-incline jogging. I was definitively out of shape, miserable, and ashamed

—a grown woman still failing middle school gym class.Had I been able to speak, I might have

told all that to the trainer, the man who changed my life but whose name I can’t now remember.

As it was, I just shook my head and plonked down on the damp ground, heaving for air. That’s

how done I was.Watching him run on ahead to catch up with Janet and the others, I realized

something else. I wasn’t just done being the fat girl. I was done with dieting. An alarming

discovery, like sitting on the edge of the bathtub and watching a plus sign emerge on the

pregnancy test, discovering I’d come to the end of my dieting days left me feeling instantly

unmoored. And yet, the plus sign appeared, irrefutable. There was no unseeing it.I waited until

the trainer was out of sight, probably high-fiving Janet and doing a celebratory round of push-

ups or whatever it was fitness people did to celebrate. Then I dragged myself up off the ground,

both hot and clammy from the early-morning chill, and headed back up to the house, settling

into my newfound doneness.How humiliating. I’d considered myself such a success, what with

my healthy relationship and cool-girl career. I was in East Hampton on a Thursday, for God’s

sake. I’d finally gotten my shit together, except for the one unfixable thing that seemed to prove

just how un-together my shit really was.All my personal and professional progress seemed faint

and ephemeral when compared to the permanent record of stretch marks and cellulite I lived

inside. All I knew for certain was that I was fat again, moping around in my yoga pants. I

wanted this taken care of and behind me once and for all, so I could quit wasting brainpower

weighing the pros and cons of eating a banana.“How was the run?” Olivia asked as she set

coffee mugs out on a marble kitchen island. I gave her a thumbs-up, catching sight of my

purpled face in the high-shine surface of the fridge. She was one of our hosts on this small

press trip for food and fitness writers (guess which one I was). Getting to head out of town and

test kitchen products for the weekend was one of the greatest perks of my job at Refinery29, a

popular women’s fashion and lifestyle website.Olivia was a friendly, whip-thin woman, so small

and bouncy that even her voice sounded low fat. She munched on a rice cake lightly smeared

with almond butter, which had recently become a thing in the health-food zeitgeist. Like chia

seeds and coconut water, almond butter was one of those foods everyone was supposed to

like but no one really knew why. It was like the invisible nerd girl who showed up at school with

a makeover, and then suddenly everyone claimed to have been friends with almond butter

before she was hot.I poured a sample of flavored Starbucks creamer into my coffee as we

talked about bus schedules back to the city. Olivia tilted her head, all sad-to-say-good-

bye.“Well, we just loved having you here.”“Well, thanks so much for including me. Anytime you

need someone to drink coffee creamer in the Hamptons…”She chirped a laugh.“I know, right?!”

She tilted her head again, somehow differently. Tiltier. “And, can I just say, I think it’s great that

someone like you works at a fashion website? I just think it’s so wonderful.”I blinked into my

cup, just a slight pause. If this were the first time I’d heard it, I might have done a spit take, but

it was more like the seventh. Though, I still needed to work on my comeback:“Oh, yeah.”It went

without saying that “someone like you” meant “fat girl.” And that I was, irrefutably. I was not

round or curvy or any of those euphemisms we prefer to use, rather than “clinically obese.” No

one wants to shop the “clinically obese” section. As I packed up my overnight bag to head back

to New York, the same thought emerged over and over again: Surely, some people manage to

have a life, a job, and dinner without gaining fifty pounds, right? Maybe?I thought of that old

book title that kept popping up online during my desperate new-diet searches. If I was truly

through with dieting, then maybe it was time to give Intuitive Eating a shot. But I couldn’t just do



it myself with a book. Books could be put down. If I didn’t get some real guidance then I’d just

end up eating pizza all day, every day. I made the first decision: I’d ask for help.Fuck.One of the

best things about diets is that you don’t usually need to rely on anyone else. Asking others for

help was not my favorite thing, but I knew from experience that damn it, it worked. I’d been in

therapy for, oh, ever—so, why not find a food shrink of sorts? New York had every possible kind

of therapist imaginable. If there were therapists for traumatized parakeets, I could find one that

specialized in this method. I’d reach out to an intuitive eating coach and throw myself upon his

or her mercy as a chronic case. A real live person would keep me accountable. And that way

there would be someone to dial 911 if I actually did overdose on Domino’s.An hour later, Olivia

dropped me off at the bus stop, a little white bench in front of an actual picket fence, where my

picturesque epiphany continued. As I waited for the Hampton Jitney, my bags heavy with

painfully symbolic food products and kitchenware, I thought of another element of the plan. It

was a plan now.This wasn’t just about food. I’d spent my life swinging between two distinct

phases: obsessive exercise or high-intensity sloth. I’d go through months of morning yoga,

evening cardio, and walking miles out of my way just so I could calculate the calories burned. I

hated every second of it, but that was the point of exercise, right?To absolutely no one’s

surprise, these spurts of mania always flamed out fast. Sometimes I’d quit because of injury—a

sprained back or a torn ligament, all in a day’s workout when you’re a lunatic. Other times,

simple boredom brought me to a halt. Thus the lazy phase would begin again and I’d spend a

year taking cabs and sleeping in.The second decision: I would find a trainer. There had to be a

way to integrate fitness into my life without letting it take over. I still suspected that a workout

didn’t really count unless it bordered on self-harm, but I was willing to be proven wrong. I knew

I couldn’t afford a lifetime of personal training, but I also knew I needed someone to set me

straight, at least in the beginning. I promised myself I’d go in with no judgment. As long as he or

she didn’t make me run or spin or do anything I didn’t want to do, I’d do it. I would find a trainer

and be honest with him or her: “Nice to meet you. I don’t know what the hell I’m doing.”There’s

nothing quite like a solo bus ride for personal introspection. Put on some old U2 and you’re

halfway to a montage; you’re the lead character in a movie about a girl who tries to leave her

troubled past behind, but guess what, she can’t. I keep a playlist for just these kinds of road

trips, so when the bus arrived, I cued it up and settled into an empty window seat, one of two

passengers on the Jitney at 4 p.m. on a Thursday. I looked back at my fellow rider, barking

instructions into her phone and hoped she could wrap it up quick. Can’t you see I’m in the

middle of an epiphany?There was a third decision knocking around in my head, though I

hesitated to make it. But since the idea first emerged that morning as I sat on a pile of dead

leaves, this part was a foregone conclusion. I pulled out my phone and began an e-mail to my

editor in chief, the subject line reading: “New column idea.”I had to write about it. Good, bad,

and probably ugly.I needed to chronicle the journey publicly, and not just because I knew there

would be others who could relate to being trapped in their own bodies, waiting for life to begin

thirty pounds from now. That was the story I wanted to see each time I opened a magazine or

clicked on a website proclaiming to speak to women. Instead, I got “Why Your Diet Failed

Again, Asshole” and “30 Ways to Stop Being So Disgusting Starting with Your Upper Arms,

Ew!” I wanted to write a big, beautiful fuck-you to those stories while giving people like me

something better—or, at least, something different. But while I relished the thought of starting

an Internet crusade in the name of the not-skinny, I knew I needed them more than they

needed me.If I was going to write all this down and blast it out into the chattering void, I would

need to hear a voice echo back, saying, “Me too.” Two things I knew about myself, for sure: I

was a writer and I was a show-off, for better or worse. So, why not make use of the tools I had



when I was lacking so many others? If I had an audience available I’d never disappoint those

faceless millions, or even faceless dozens.Maybe it wasn’t the healthiest impulse, but that was

another issue for another bus ride. For now, I needed others to be honest with and accountable

to. I wasn’t yet able to be accountable to myself alone, and if that made me less than perfect,

too bad. Perfect hadn’t worked out so great, thus far.Chapter 2The Final Pig-OutThe Jitney

dropped me off in the middle of Midtown, and I inched the rest of the way home in a rush-hour

cab ride, vibrating with anticipation. Flying up the stairs of my building, I plopped down my

bags, kicked off my sneakers in a little performance of glee, and dug out my laptop. In just a

few weeks the first snow would arrive, sealing the city in a frozen crust, but that evening my

bedroom was hot with autumn sun and I shoved a window open. The ice cream truck was

parked downstairs playing an off-brand version of “Turkey in the Straw” but for once I didn’t

wish for an assault rifle. I had books to order and people to call and then: the Final Pig-Out!I’d

been in Williamsburg for seven years, but not fancy Williamsburg. Not the part historically

identified as the source of all insufferableness and mustaches. Considering my yoga-pants-

based wardrobe and abiding love of musical theater, I was never in the running for true

hipsterdom, nor have I ever lived in one of those luxury buildings that comes with a meditation

studio. I shared a long, narrow fourth-floor walk-up with a roommate I met on Craigslist a few

years prior. The block was loud, and the living space was small, but the bedrooms were big

and airy, and when I woke up in the morning I could lie in bed and watch the J train chug by in

the distance, heading over the Williamsburg Bridge. I got a constant, geeky thrill knowing that I

lived in the same neighborhood as Francie Nolan, the heroine of A Tree Grows in Brooklyn.

Who cared about its reputation when I got to live in the setting of my favorite childhood book—

even if I did have to call 911 to report gunfire every now and then?Sprawled across the

unmade heap of rose print sheets on my bed, I flipped open my laptop and immediately

ordered Intuitive Eating, using my boyfriend’s account to exploit his free-shipping perk (all

couples do this, yes?). Harry lived in Park Slope, an actual fancy neighborhood in Brooklyn, ten

subway stops away from me. We’d been together for over a year, and though most of our

coupled friends were somewhere between the moving-in and planning-babies phases, we just

weren’t there yet. In fact, I just wasn’t there yet, and Harry, my sweet and patient first love, gave

me the space to not be. It was typical of our dynamic, him being boundlessly generous and me

requiring boundless generosity. Things weren’t entirely one-sided, but it was pretty clear which

one of us was the designated freak-er out-er.I hit “Confirm” on the order and texted him to send

me the confirmation e-mail IMMEDIATELY, please, love you.Hey there, he replied. Are you

back?Yes! Can you send?Yeah, forwarding now. How was the trip?AMAZING.Are you up for

dinner or are you beat?Too beat, need an early night. Call you in a bit?I was beat, but I was

pumped, too. I was up, up, up, with adrenaline and nerves and then worn out by adrenaline and

nerves. Plus, I had dinner plans already—and no one was invited.Along with Harry’s forwarded

e-mail, there was another message in my inbox. My editor in chief had approved the column

idea with a big, exclamation-pointed “Yes!” It was official. Not only would I change my life, but I

would also do it in public. I would name it. It was all new, newer than any new diet because, for

once, it was actually new. Adrenaline, nerves, sleepy, adrenaline, nerves, anxiety, panic, thrill,

wonder, hope, hope, hope, anticipation, excitement: time for food.I knew this wasn’t a diet I was

starting. I remained firm in my done-ness, and yet the excitement and thrill of the new plan was

still there, urging me to go all out. Despite the fact that I wasn’t going to be starting Jenny Craig

or CalorieKing tomorrow, there was a “tomorrow” to look forward to. And I wanted to have my

night before. I wanted my Final Pig-Out.I don’t know what you call the night-before-new-diet

ritual, but for any dieter, there is one—and those are the best nights of our lives. For a brief



window, there are no rules. The idea is actually to break all the rules at once. You order a pizza

or greasy Chinese. You buy a tube of cookie dough and maybe some wine. If you do it alone,

you put on the junkiest TV you can find, because no one wants to watch Charlie Rose while

they’re eating chicken wings and pudding out of a mixing bowl. If you do it with a friend, then

the friend becomes your partner, goading you on and nodding with real and gleeful horror

when you say, “Fuck it, mozzarella sticks, too.”It’s a last hurrah, and in a way it works. You wake

up the next day bloated and ashamed, and the idea of living on green juice forever sounds just

about right. But that feeling lifts somewhere around noon when somehow you’re hungry again,

and suddenly you have to tangle with food on a diet rather than food on a binge. By then you’re

riding high on the New Diet Buzz, and that carries you through the early days until you plateau

—then you stumble, then you fall. Then it’s time to start over again, and that means calling the

pizza place.I’d been Final Pigging-Out since my first diet, but I didn’t have a name for it until

somewhere around my twentieth. During our senior year of high school, my friend Sydney and

I planned to start a low-carb regime right before graduation. This was the spring of 2002 and

you’d be hard-pressed to find anything as universally reviled as a basic carbohydrate, except

maybe Osama bin Laden. I was irrefutably fat, while Sydney was of completely average weight,

but she was heading to a summer theater and dance intensive, and I was going to be a

production intern at Sex and the City, so both of us needed to lose a million pounds

ASAP.“Should we go downtown for dinner, then?” Sydney asked as we plotted skinny-girl plans

in her room. She lived in a dorm across campus from mine on the cozy grounds of our small

boarding school. It was May and hot as actual hell in every room of the old New England

buildings.“China Village?” I asked hopefully.China Village was the gross but good place that

almost no one ordered from. If you wanted Asian food, you got take-out from Da Mei, the Thai/

Vietnamese/sushi restaurant with cloth napkins and lacquered chairs. If you ordered from

China Village, the place with sticky floors and a bench outside, you’d better have had some

kind of severe PMS-breakup-college-rejection excuse. But the lo mein was outrageous and,

after all, Sydney and I were going off all carbs (and most fat, we decided at the last second)

first thing tomorrow. So, one way or another I was going to get some outrageous lo mein in my

face, plus dumplings and General Tso’s.Sydney barely hesitated: “YES. Lo mein. Now.” She

was my partner. We bounced down the hill and into town, high on the thrill of badness.Over

dinner on the bench, we talked about how amazing this diet was going to be for our summer

plans, and eventually our college experiences and lives in general. Low-carb was the way to

go. Our bodies didn’t want all this (OMG, delicious) processed garbage. Our bodies wanted to

go into ketosis and burn fat and protein, or something like that. It would feel so good. I don’t

recall exactly what we ate that night, only that we ate everything. Years later, when we were

postcollege roommates, Sydney would ask, “Remember the time we ate an entire Chinese

restaurant?” I laughed and nodded. I did remember. “The final pig-out,” one of us had declared,

surveying our heap of empty aluminum containers. And I thought of how we crossed the park

afterward, stuffed and lethargic, to order ice cream sundaes at the Candy Cone.Sydney and I

made the low-carb thing happen for a week or so, but graduation excitement soon trumped all

concerns of skinny days to come. There were midnight walks to Dunkin’ Donuts and tearful

good-bye dinners. Nobody wants to hear “I need dressing on the side” in those moments, nor

do you want to waste your breath on dressing instructions. You’ve got song lyrics to

quote.Lying belly-down on my bed in Brooklyn, clicking through dinner options online, I kept

interrupting myself with thoughts of that night back at boarding school with Sydney. It had felt

so fun and so icky, but more than anything it had felt necessary. It bonded us together as a

team and bound us to the diet we’d start in the morning. Our shared complicity in such a



disgusting event guaranteed our penance for the next day, at least. And of course there was no

greater taste than the food we’d soon be quitting. I don’t believe, as some do, that disordered

eating and alcoholism are equivalent afflictions, but the binge is one crossover that cannot be

denied: the Final Pig-Out or the last bender. What is more relished and regretful?I called

DuMont, a bistro-ish joint in Williamsburg, and ordered my favorite burger with American

cheese, sautéed onions, mushrooms, and a side of fries. And onion rings. I didn’t really feel like

a glass of wine but I poured myself one anyway. I was going to do it one last time, even if it was

on this small scale. A cheeseburger wasn’t an entire Chinese restaurant, but it was big and

heavy with the same secrecy and meaning of that night in high school. When my takeout

arrived, I turned on Netflix, which suggested I might enjoy watching Fanny and Alexander. (Of

course, I never would. I just couldn’t delete it from my queue, for the same inscrutable reason I

couldn’t unsubscribe from The Economist.) I scrolled past TED Talks and ’90s Disney

cartoons, finally settling on a 30 Rock rerun because the show felt like the right mix of silly and

grown-up—and probably also because it stars a binge-eating woman. She’s a binge-eating

woman who’s, like, a size 4, but Tina Fey can have that one.My food was there and then it was

gone. I’d eaten every bite right down to the lettuce and flavorless tomato slice. I was stuffed in a

familiar way, but the usual anxiety didn’t rise to meet it, because I knew that tomorrow

something would change. Something had already changed, and this dinner was the dying

breath of something else. It was nostalgia on a deep, dark level, and the child and teenager

and young adult who’d gotten so used to this routine whispered, “Please, please don’t give up.

Let’s eat more cheeseburgers and watch television and Google ‘Nutrisystem’ until we fall

asleep.” But I didn’t have it in me anymore, and the discomfort in my gut reminded me why. I

didn’t want my life to be a series of nauseated spells or hunger pains. I wanted to turn off the

television, or at least be able to turn off the television without worrying what might happen in all

that silence. I finally had a real life in my hands and I wanted to hold onto it. That meant letting

go of food. It wasn’t a new beginning. But it was a beginning nonetheless.It’s not that I wish I

hadn’t done this, but like the desire for the Final Pig-Out, the shame of it is still there, too. There

are many moments I wish I hadn’t had to go through in this last year, because they’re not all

triumphant. I want my story to go up and up and up. But from the moment I hauled myself up

off the ground in the woods, things were never quite so perfect and crystalline—so East

Hampton—again.Life on a diet is linear: You begin, you lose weight, and you’re done. Then it’s

on to the mythical “maintenance” mode (which is also dieting, but for eternity.

Congratulations?). From the moment you quit, you feel like a train that’s jumped its track. You

careen up and down over unfamiliar hills, you turn back toward valleys you’ve seen from only

one perspective, and you pause for the first time, nervous and thrilled to realize that, in fact,

you are not a train but a human being. Human life is, unfortunately, a lot more difficult than train

life, but at least it’s real. Forget “happy” and “whole” and all those other simple things we’re

supposed to aim for every day when we wake up. Those things are truly wonderful, but if you’re

not careful, they can become another way of saying “perfect.” And I hope we can all agree that

aiming for “perfect” is nothing short of bananapants. “Real” is the best you can shoot for.That

dinner was my final Final Pig-Out, though even I didn’t quite believe that yet. When I curled up

in bed that night, thrilled for what lay ahead, I still hated my body and feared food. I was still the

woman who avoided whole city blocks so as not to walk past reflective glass, and who thought

that eating after 7 p.m. was a crime on par with infanticide. I was still hanging around in my

bottom, and that was okay. I’d been hiding my whole life—what was one more deep, dark hole?

I knew I wouldn’t be in there for long, and anyway, at least I didn’t have to figure out just how I

would start climbing out of it yet. Not that night.All of a sudden, it was morning.Chapter



3Embracing the PlateThere’s a well-earned stereotype about how much New Yorkers love to

talk about public transportation. The first half hour of most social occasions consists of

everyone taking turns to talk about how they arrived, which lines are delayed this weekend,

and a brief, uncertain silence in response to the guy who biked there. The same is true for

dieters and ordering food: if you ask me what I did for lunch, you better not have anywhere to

be for the rest of the day.That Monday, back at work, I felt suspended in a kind of limbo. I’d had

my Final Pig-Out, but I didn’t have a diet to start. All I had was a grand declaration to not start

one again, and while I’m at it, somehow turn that into a compelling column. Now, I had to

actually do the work of figuring out how to execute both those things. And since actually doing

the work is the worst, I made the completely healthy and nonavoidant decision to order lunch

instead. I pulled up Seamless.com, the online food-delivery service much beloved by those of

us too lazy busy to pack lunch. All you have to do is enter your address and an endless list of

restaurants appears, letting you click through every menu in the area without actually getting

off your ass. On the one hand, it’s a helpful service. On the other, it’s a deeply codependent

relationship unlike anything I’ve experienced with another human being. As I scrolled through

the list of options, the usual routine began in my head:Seamless: Okay, Kelsey, what do you

want for lunch today?Kelsey: Fuck.Seamless: Oh my. A spinach salad, perhaps?Kelsey: What’s

that supposed to mean?Seamless: I just remembered that you liked the spinach salad from

Fresh & Co. last week. Remember? With the lemon vinaigrette?Kelsey: No, I didn’t. It tasted

like weed.Seamless: Hmm, how about a turkey burger with mushrooms and onions?Kelsey:

Maybe. Mushrooms and onions are vegetables.Seamless: That’s true.Kelsey: And a turkey

burger isn’t as heavy as a beef burger. Maybe I should have it.Seamless: With fries?Kelsey:

Jesus, back off!Seamless: Okay, no fries! Greens on the side?Kelsey: Oh, so I can’t have the

fries now? What if I want both?Seamless: You can! It’ll just be a few bucks extra.Kelsey: God,

I’m sorry, Seamless. This is just really hard.Seamless: I know.Kelsey: I’m having my picture

taken tomorrow for this new column.Seamless: Honey, I know.Kelsey: And I’m not supposed to

be on a diet, but I want to look good in the picture.Seamless: Right.Kelsey: I know how crazy

that sounds.Seamless: …Kelsey: Seamless?Seamless: What? Oh, sorry. I think your Internet

went out for a second or something. Listen, there are millions of different lunches out there—

some of them are 15 percent off. We’ll find one that’s right for you. I promise.Kelsey: Thank you.

Man, you’re the best. Aaah, I can’t believe I’m crying!Seamless: Hey, you know what I think?

Kelsey: Tell me.Seamless: Sushi.Kelsey: Yes.Seamless: Here, let’s get you that lunch special

you like: One spicy tuna roll, one tuna-avocado roll. It comes with a side salad that you’ll

probably throw away.Kelsey: Sushi’s such a clean food, right? It just feels so clean and fresh

and healthy!Seamless: Yeah, you usually get it on Mondays after a big weekend.Kelsey: Are

you trying to say something?Seamless: Confirmed! Thanks for ordering from Hamachi Sushi!

Hold the referrals. I already have a therapist.Once I’d recovered from the ordeal of eating a

lunch that would satisfy my hunger and, far more important, satisfy my need not to be dieting

but also not to be eating a burger the day before a photo shoot, there was really nothing left to

do but start changing my life. Fine.The not-so-fresh start began just like all journeys of self-

discovery and transformation: with Google. Entering “intuitive eating nyc” got me the usual

billion results and one ad for a weird flat-belly trick. As expected, there were dozens of

nutritionists, dietitians, and eating-disorder counselors who specialized in intuitive eating. “Let

me help you make peace with food—and your wonderful self!” one nutritionist’s website

proclaimed in enormous italics. “Embrace the plate and learn to live again!” high-fived another.

With its dreamy colors and loopy fonts, this site was faintly reminiscent of the one I created in

seventh grade to curate Leonardo DiCaprio fan fiction.It is both helpful and unfortunate that we



live in an age where one cannot exist as a functional human without a web presence. In all

likelihood, these were perfectly capable professionals, but thanks to overzealous website

templates, they came off like My Little Ponies. And if I’m honest, I had to get off my extremely

high horse. Step one to any get-your-shit-together process is a good old-fashioned ego check.

When you need help, you can’t ask for it with your nose in the air…is what I told myself while

clicking through website after earnest, pastel website. After all, I did want to “embrace the

plate.” I just didn’t want to talk about it.I found Theresa Kinsella’s site about ten minutes into my

search. It had its share of gentle colors and positive affirmations, but there was a marked lack

of cheese-ball sentiment, making her stand out like a rose among fake roses. I didn’t choose

Theresa for her website, however. I chose her because, out of everyone I reached out to, she

was the first to write me back. Thank you, Google.Hi Ms. Kinsella,My name is Kelsey Miller,

and I’m a writer at a women’s lifestyle website, Refinery29. I’m hoping to start a first-person

series about intuitive eating and healthy fitness. I’ve been a lifelong yo-yo dieter, and finally hit

a breaking point recently. I know a little about the theory, but was hoping to work with a

professional. I would, of course, link to your website and reference you as my guide throughout

the series. Would you be interested in discussing further?Best,KelseyAt twenty-nine, I wasn’t

as broke as I’d often been. Ordering lunch, for example, was a relatively recent luxury. But I

wasn’t so not-broke that I could foot the bill for my own lifestyle transformation.A word on free

stuff: This is a perk most web and magazine writers enjoyed. But, in general lifestyle

journalism, it was also a necessity. If your job requires writing about things and experiences,

you have to actually check out the things and experience the experiences. Therefore, a lot of

individuals and companies are willing to offer you things and experiences, hoping for press. It

may sound ugly and parasitic, and I suppose it sometimes is. But personally, I’d never had my

arm twisted as a journalist. Most of the time, people sent me unsolicited stuff like lentil chips or

flavored booze along with a breezy press release about how much my readers were going to

love it. If I actually liked the free thing, I might use it in a story at some point. If not, I left it in the

office kitchen in case one of my colleagues enjoyed pancake-flavored liqueur (it’s real, it’s

gross, don’t bother).For all the free snacks sitting under my desk, I’d rarely actually asked for

something—let alone something so big. Then again, I had a feeling the column I was about to

write would be bigger than anything I’d ever written. Still, Theresa was a nutritional therapist,

not a bag of lentil chips. She had all that intimidating “MS, RD, CDN” stuff after her name, so I

didn’t want to be less than straightforward when it came to asking for freebies.“I can’t, like, pay

you, though.”We’d met at a Midtown Starbucks where I’d given her the highlights: Disordered

eating! Wretched body image! Let’s kick this thing once and for all so I can get started with my

life, and also not be fat anymore!She got it. Since she’d been working in the world of

disordered eating for years, my story was even older to her than it was to me. Furthermore, she

was as pissed off at the diet industry as I was, and just as eager to get the message out there.

Theresa had degrees and experience, as well as a superchipper vibe that remained entirely

free of bullshit. She was nice and optimistic and no-nonsense, a tart slice of Midwestern cherry

pie.Theresa explained a little bit about her process, which sounded a lot more like therapy than

the many rounds of nutritional counseling I’d been through over the years. She’d walk me

through the phases of becoming an intuitive eater, specifically related to my needs and history

with eating. I’d gone through all of my Food Issues with regular therapists before—along with

all the other capital-I Issues—but Theresa’s work kept a tight focus.“I don’t need to hear about

your sex life, for example. Unless that relates to food somehow.” It kind of did, but maybe

Starbucks wasn’t the place to get into it.Our first official session took place just two days later.

In the past, most of my consultations with nutritionists had taken place across big, scary glass



tables, often decorated with correctly portioned food models, but Theresa’s Midtown Manhattan

office was comfortable and prop free. The two-chair setup was familiarly shrink-y, and with the

gusto of a well-seasoned couch crier, I plunged headlong into the dirty details of my dieting

past. And, well, present.“Except now, I’m just doing Weight Watchers.”“Right,” she nodded.

“Weight Watchers is a diet.”“Yeah, but I guess I always thought of it as more reasonable than,

like, Atkins or Eat Right for Your Type and all that.”I thought of a Sunday the month before when

I’d woken up already ravenous with sweet-salty-everything PMS cravings. I decided to blow all

my Points on an 11 a.m. bowl of ice cream, then subsist on Points-free apples for the rest of

the day.Theresa shrugged. “That’s just marketing. It’s a diet.”My world rocked ever so slightly off

its axis but I nodded. “Right!”We forged ahead, Theresa asking about how I decided when and

what to eat, how much I thought about food, and what my goals were for this process.“I don’t

want to obsess over food anymore. I want to learn to eat like a normal person.”Saying this, I felt

my own pastel colors bleeding through. I was supposed to be the new me—no longer a scared

little fat girl hiding in the pantry with a handful of chocolate, but a confident plus-size woman

taking control of her life and hiking. Five minutes in that chair and the baby-blue truth came out.

I dropped my precious ego and kicked it under the chair.“I realize this isn’t working and it’s

never really worked. I just want to eat normally, and I don’t think normal people need an app to

tell them how to eat. I want to be healthy. I don’t know if I’m meant to be skinny and I don’t need

to be skinny, but this”—I threw my hands up at myself, uncomfortable in too-small clothes,

shifting around in my chair to try to find a position that would somehow hide my stomach and

my upper arms—“this doesn’t feel like my normal. I want to find that place.”Theresa nodded,

and I realized my eyes had filled with hot, stinging tears. And that there was a box of tissues on

either side of my chair. This woman knew what she was doing.“I just don’t want to do it

anymore. I want to eat when I’m hungry and stop when I’m full. And to not be fat.”She wrote

something down, and I worried I’d misspoken. First session or not, I prefer to be an A-plus

client.“I mean, find my normal weight range.”She looked up from her pad. “And what if this is

your normal weight?”I side-eyed the tissue box. Is she for real?“I don’t think it is.”“How do you

know?”“I guess I don’t have any proof except that I didn’t get here by ‘normal’

eating.”“Okay.”She waited. Theresa was a waiter, not a give-you-the-answer-er.“So, I imagine

that when I eat normally, I’ll lose a lot of weight. Some weight.”She nodded and wrote a brief

note. I eyeballed my old friend Tissue Box again, looking for answers. Was it too soon to quit

this whole thing? Too late? Theresa looked up.“What would happen if you didn’t?”“I would be

surprised?”Screw this. Weight Watchers was fine. I’d start again tomorrow. Jennifer Hudson did

it and now she has an Oscar. Or vice versa, but hey!“Okay. I’m not saying this is your normal

weight range, but I’m just posing this hypothetical: Say you went through this whole process

and you”—she paused to consult the pad—“no longer obsessed over food, maintained health,

ate when you wanted to, and stopped when you were full and everything else. What if you

achieved all that and didn’t lose a single pound?”My initial thought was that it would be a

complete and total waste of time and good-bye. But I sat on my ego for five more minutes,

promising it a trip to Sephora later, and tried to really imagine Theresa’s scenario. If I had all

that—freedom from food obsession, no need to diet, a natural instinct toward healthy, satisfying

eating—could I hypothetically be okay at this current weight?
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lovestoread, “I liked it. I thought this was a good book. Reading through it, I got that a major

point of intuitive eating is to eat without distractions. The author talks about her own life and

history with distracting herself and describes her eating as one example of that. I thought that

was a central point and much more important than the details of eating ice cream vs. a salad,

or whatever. That section alone is worth the price of the book. The way the book went back

and forth between her personal life and eating issues could be a little hard to follow. However, I

liked her voice and her honesty.My one real complaint is not about this author or the book. I

didn't subtract stars b/c I don't think it's fair to make judgments about what is not in a book.

However Geneen Roth should really be acknowledged as the leader in the intuitive eating/

understanding emotional eating field. She was saying all of this in the early 90s in books like

When Food Is Love. For some reason she is very rarely acknowledged in body positivity

writing and I don't know why. It could be that b/c many writers are young, they just missed the

book.Other than that, I thought the book was great.”

AV, “That's pretty cool: ). I think this book might change my life? That's pretty cool :)I'm not

really "fat" or "skinny" but I've had issues with eating all my life. I worried I might not be able to

relate to a fat positive book because I'm not clearly "fat". And yet I found many of the

experiences and relationships of the author with food to speak to my own. I felt better about

myself, and hopeful. Reading this book made me realize that I've been dieting constantly since

before I became a teenager and this behavior complicated my relationship with food. It lead to

an eating disorder and I'm not doing that anymore but I still have my issues. As a result, I've

continuously lost and gained even more weight leading to where I am today. So I made a

promise with myself to give up diets for good. This has been incredibly difficult but I keep

working at it and remember the lessons I've learned from this book whenever I start thinking of

trying some new fad diets. I'm still learning to take care of myself and working on my tendency

towards emotional eating and remembering that "bad" foods don't really exists, but at least I

have a better idea of what my problems are. I think this book might be able to do the same for

you. It's a good memoir type intro to intuitive eating.”

KJ, “Best book I have read this year. I loved this book so much, after reading it on my Kindle, I

immediately downloaded the Audible version and listened to the author read her own work.

Kelsey Miller is funny, smart, humble, and incredibly insightful. I wish I had had access to this

book and her wisdom waaaay back when I was in my early twenties. Don't think this is for just

young(er) women, either. I am 58 and found so much in common with this talented writer and

amazingly vulnerable woman. I'm a fan now and will be following Ms. Miller's career with eager

anticipation.”

Tabs, “I enjoyed this book a lot. I enjoyed this book a lot. It was helpful to read another persons



struggles and triumphs with intuitive eating. Well written and reads easily”

Marioum, “Genuine and fun, yet very clever analysis of our relationship to food and the diet

mentality. Ms Miller's Big Girl is a genuine report of her own experience with stopping dieting

and starting intuitive eating. It's not a diet book - it's not the opposite of a diet book. It's an

autobiography work, and as such, it's a funny, light hearted, very on-point text. The writer

doesn't take herself too seriously and remains cheerful throughout but without diminishing the

reality of the social, mental and psychological struggle brought by eating disorders and diet

psychology. Actually, it shows how pervasive and insidious our food "morality rules" can be.

Even if you think you have no problems in that department at all, that you have a healthy

relationship with food and with your body image, you'll be surprised to realize that you do adopt

the good/bad food vocabulary and you use it on yourself more often than you think (I've been

good, I chose the salad or I've been so bad I ate a whole piece of cake). This book is not an

ode to obesity either, and it's sad to see Miller's detractors online calling her unhealthy and

"fat", and saying it's dangerous to glamorize obesity. Talk about missing the point.Definitely a

good book if you're not looking for a new diet.”

The book by Kelsey Miller has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 207 people have provided feedback.
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